
Creatures D6 / Thala-siren (Pinniped Amphibian)

Name: Thala-siren

Classification: Mammal

Average height: 5.4 meters

Skin color: Grey, Pink

Eye color: Black

Distinctions: Green milk

Homeworld: Unknown (recently seen on Ahch-To)

Habitat: Coastal

Dexterity: 2D

Perception: 2D

Strength: 4D

Special Abilities

         Butt: While not an aggressive creature, Thala-Sirens are

capable of powerful head butts to defend their young, this

does STR damage.

         Milk: Females Thala-Sirens, which were known as sea sows, produce a nutritious green milk for

their young which is often harvested by inhabitants of Acho-to.

Move: 3 (on land), 15 (in water)

Orneriness: 1D

Description: Thala-sirens were large pinnipeds, found on the planet Ahch-To, among other watery worlds.

Characterized by their udders, large flippers, and long snout, they were found basking on the cliffs of the

sacred Temple Island, the site of the first Jedi Temple, when Rey traveled to the island to find Jedi

Master Luke Skywalker. They were docile mammals who were not hunted and thus did not fear the

natives of the island. They enjoyed sunning themselves along the coastal rocks of the island.

The females, which were known as sea sows, produced a nutritious green milk for their young. The milk

was also harvested by Luke Skywalker and the native Lanai as a food source. Their docile nature meant

they were not scared of people like Skywalker approaching for their milk, which proved to be a vital food

source during his exile.

During the war between the First Order and the Resistance, thala-siren green milk was exported to Bubo

Wamba Family Farms on the planet Batuu, who sold it at the Milk Stand in Black Spire Outpost. The

thala-siren became part of a less common logo for Bubo Wamba Family Farms which was featured on

their Novelty Drink Vessel. 
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